Thursday 14 April
1:00
7:30
8:00

Industry event - Festival Secrets
Red Carpet Drinks
SHORTS PROGRAM + Opening Night Party

Friday 15 April
5:00 Industry event - The Attic Lab Pitch + Networking Drinks
8.00 Feature film - THE INVITATION + short film THE THINGS WE TAKE
10.00 Feature film - THE LOVE WITCH + short film INNSMOUTH
Saturday 16 April
11:00
12:00
1:00
2:30
3.00
4:00
7.00
10.00

Symposium - Bad Dog! (Dominic Leonard)
Symposium - Old Age and Treachery (Erin Harrington)
Symposium - Spilling Her Guts (Alison Mann)
Industry event - Tasmanian Gothic Script Readings and Awards
Industry event - Horror Now Panel
Feature film - GIRL ASLEEP
Feature film - EVOLUTION
Feature film - MIDNIGHT SHOW

Sunday 17 April
11.30
2:30
3:30
4.30
7.00
9:00

Feature film - FRANKENSTEIN
Symposium - Deidre Hall is the Devil (Jodi McAlister)
Symposium - Shock And Awe (Emma Valente)
Feature film - THE FORSAKEN + short film THORN
Feature film - CRUSHED
Farewell Drinks in the Festival Club

Stranger With My Face International Film Festival is supported by the Tasmanian Government
through Screen Tasmania.
#swmfiff

Well, we’re back. After a hiatus in 2015, Stranger With My Face Horror Film Festival returns for its
4th edition—and is now known as Stranger With My Face International Film Festival. Why the name
change? Don’t worry, we’re still into horror. Personally, I did get sick of about talking about the definition of it all the time though, or worrying about what could or couldn’t logically be screened under
that label. Genre is only a label in the end, and is useful mainly for marketing. The most interesting
and notable films tend to not entirely fit conventional definitions. Or, at least, they’re redefining the
genre... which is kind of the point.
Stranger With My Face is still about dark storytelling. And it’s primarily about highlighting the work
of women directors (there are a few films from male directors, screening out of competition). But
I hope you’ll agree that, within that framework, there’s a huge diversity to be found within the program this year. Which surely reflects well on the state of indie horror filmmaking right now.
And while this festival is first and foremost aimed at a genre audience, that’s not the end of the story.
We also want to engage with people who say they ‘don’t like horror’ (and, to be fair, some don’t just
say it, they actually mean it too!). My hot tips on that score: Girl Asleep and Evolution. But it’s not even
that simple. For the fans who love zombies but can’t handle ghost stories, or for those who are into
monsters but not slasher killers, the broad idea of ‘horror’, is pretty unhelpful. So for the benefit of
the more wary viewer, the symbols below should provide some guidance.
At the same time, I recommend that you step outside your comfort zone, at least a little, because
that’s what film festivals are about. Buy a festival pass, see films made by directors you’ve never
heard of, go to the Mary Shelley Symposium... surprise yourself!
Stranger With My Face is intended to operate as a curated conversation: first, between the artists
involved, and then between the artists and the audience. That’s you.
Briony Kidd
Festival Director

SUPERNATURAL
THEMES
VIOLENCE

GORE

VERY WEIRD

CULT OR
OCCULT

#swmfiff

FEATURE FILMS

Crushed

Evolution

Australia | 2015 | 111 minutes
directed by Megan Riakos
unclassified, no under 15s unless with an adult

France/Belgium/Spain | 2015 | 81 minutes
directed by Lucile Hadžihalilović
unclassified, no under 15s unless with an adult

TASMANIAN PREMIERE

AUSTRALIAN PREMIERE

Crushed is the story of a young woman who
returns home to her family vineyard after her
father dies in an accident at the winery. But when
his death is ruled a murder and her mother
becomes the prime suspect she must uncover the
truth.
Starring Sarah Bishop, Roxanne Wilson and Les
Hill, Crushed was shot on location in the beautiful
Australian wine region of Mudgee, New South
Wales.
Megan Riakos short film The Shed screened at
SWMF 2013. Crushed is her feature film debut.

“Put aside everything you know about the birds
and the bees. Lucile Hadžihalilović’s Evolution
proposes an entirely new paradigm to explain
where babies come from, burrowing into
young men’s subconscious anxieties about
those aspects of their biology that they can and
cannot control — including fear of penetration
and pregnancy — to create an unsettling
companion piece to her 2005 arthouse
provocation, Innocence. “—Variety
A bold and visually stunning work from one of
world cinema’s most original filmmakers.

Megan Riakos will be present for a Q&A hosted
by the Australian Director’s Guild’s Rebecca
Thomson.

Lucile Hadžihalilović will be available for a Q&A
via Skype after this screening.

7 PM, SUNDAY 17 APRIL
PEACOCK THEATRE
TICKETS $16/$18 OR WITH FESTIVAL PASS

7 PM, SATURDAY 16 APRIL
PEACOCK THEATRE
TICKETS $16/$18 OR WITH FESTIVAL PASS

FEATURE FILMS

The Forsaken

Frankenstein

Spain (English language) | 2015 | 86 minutes
directed by Yolanda Torres
unclassified, no under 15s unless with an adult

USA | 2015 | 90 minutes
directed by Bernard Rose
unclassified, under 18s not admitted

AUSTRALIAN PREMIERE

AUSTRALIAN PREMIERE

A band of criminals is hired to kidnap a wealthy
businessman’s daughter, but the plan goes
horribly wrong.
A mysterious woman named Sara (Claudia
Trujillo) propels us through this visceral twist on
the haunted house story.
A production from Afilm International Film
Workshops, made by students and teachers
from this film school located in Sitges.
This film is preceded by the short film Thorn.

Mary Shelley’s story reimagined in the modern
day and told from the perspective of the
monster, who’s been left for dead by a husbandand-wife team of eccentric scientists.
Xavier Samuel’s powerhouse performance
leads a stellar cast, including Carrie-Anne Moss,
Danny Huston and Tony Todd.
The acclaimed director of Candyman, Immortal
Beloved and Paperhouse captures the primal
and uncompromising essence of a classic
tale, recontextualising its themes for the 21st
Century.
This flim is screening out of competition.

Yolanda Torres will be available for a Q&A via
Skype after this screening.
4.30 PM, SUNDAY 17 APRIL
PEACOCK THEATRE
TICKETS $16/$18 OR WITH FESTIVAL PASS

11.30 AM, SUNDAY 17 APRIL
MONA MUSEUM
TICKETS $16/$18 OR WITH FESTIVAL PASS

FEATURE FILMS

Girl Asleep

The Invitation

Australia | 2015 | 77 minutes
directed by Rosemary Meyers
unclassified, general admittance

USA | 2015 | 99 minutes
directed by Karyn Kusama
unclassified, no under 15s unless with an adult

TASMANIAN PREMIERE

TASMANIAN PREMIERE

Greta (Bethany Whitmore) can’t bear to leave her
childhood. She floats in a bubble of loserdom with
her only friend Elliott (Harrison Feldmann), until
her parents throw her a surprise 15th birthday
party and she’s flung into a parallel place; a
world that’s weirdly erotic, a little bit violent and
thoroughly ludicrous – only there can she find
herself.

Will and Eden lost their son years ago. The
tragedy affected their relationship irreversibly,
to the point that she disappeared overnight. One
day, Eden returns to the city; she’s married again
and something in her seems to have changed,
turning her into a disturbing presence, now
unrecognizable even to Will.

Based on the acclaimed production by Windmill
Theatre, Girl Asleep is a journey into the absurd,
scary and beautiful heart of the teenage mind.

Karyn Kusama is the acclaimed director of
Girlfight, Aeon Flux and Jennifer’s Body. The
Invitation won the Jury Award at the Sitges
International Film Festival in 2015.

“Girl Asleep is an exuberant example of
imaginative filmmaking that takes its cues from
imagination and talent — with nary a focus group
in sight.”—Variety

“The shivers arrive early and often in “The
Invitation,” a teasingly effective thriller that
builds a remarkable level of tension...”
—Variety
This film is preceded by the short film
The Things We Take. The filmmakers will
be in attendance for a Q&A.

Rosemary Myers will be available for a Q&A via
Skype after this screening.
4 PM, SATURDAY 16 APRIL
PEACOCK THEATRE
TICKETS $16/$18 OR WITH FESTIVAL PASS

8 PM, FRIDAY 15 APRIL
PEACOCK THEATRE
TICKETS $16/$18 OR WITH FESTIVAL PASS

FEATURE FILMS

The Love Witch

Midnight Show

USA | 2016 | 120 minutes
directed by Anna Biller
unclassified, no under 15s unless with an adult

Indonesia (English subtitles) | 2016 | 97 minutes
directed by Ginanti Rona Tembang Asri
unclassified, under 18s not admitted

AUSTRALIAN PREMIERE

INTERNATIONAL PREMIERE

Elaine (Sarah Robinson) enchants men with her
charms, consuming them by the net full. Yet this
narcissistic witch reverses the traditional roles
of the sexes. A feminist message in a fantastic
1960s setting.
With impressive attention to detail in set,
costumes and music (including pieces by Ennio
Morricone), Biller creates a decadent retro
aesthetic. With a use of saturated colour that
recalls Technicolor, The Love Witch was shot on
35mm.
The filmmaker’s love of genre cinema is evident
in every frame of this exuberant and decadent
experience.

The staff of a Jakarta movie theatre are
annoyed at having to work late to accommodate
a small audience for the midnight showing of a
horror movie called Child. That’s nothing to how
they’re going to feel when the real-life killer who
inspired the story pays them a visit...
This is the feature debut of Ginanti Rona
Tembang Asri, whose previous credits include
1st assistant director on Killers and V/H/S2 and
as 2nd unit director on The Raid and The Raid 2.
Midnight Show was a box office hit on its release
in Indonesia earlier this year.

This film is preceded by the short t film
Innsmouth.

Anna Biller will be available for a Q&A via Skype
after this screening.

Ginanti Rona Tembang Asri and producer/actor
Gandhi Fernando will be present for a Q&A
after this screening.

10 PM, FRIDAY 15 APRIL
PEACOCK THEATRE
TICKETS $16/$18 OR WITH FESTIVAL PASS

10 PM, SATURDAY 16 APRIL
PEACOCK THEATRE
TICKETS $16/$18 OR WITH FESTIVAL PASS

SHORT FILMS
Stranger With My Face is all about bringing genre talent to new audiences. With this in mind, this
year we’re opening the festival with the shorts program. These films will challenge, frighten and
intrigue, with something for all tastes—from animation to art house, from erotica to fantasy, from
dark sci-fi to horror comedy. If you particulatly like one of these films or it makes you think, head to
social media and keep the conversation going.

									

#swmfiff

SHORTS PROGRAM (no under 15s unless with an adult) + OPENING NIGHT PARTY
8 PM, THURSDAY, 14 APRIL 2016
THE PEACOCK THEATRE, SALAMANCA ARTS CENTRE
TICKETS $22/$18 OR USE FESTIVAL PASS

Abaddon

WORLD PREMIERE

Australia | 2016 | 11 minutes dir: Samantha Ferguson
When Audrey is suddenly resurrected by a group of
unknowing teenagers, she is sent on the run from a
demonic force determined to drag her back to Hell.

Samantha Ferguson will be present for a Q&A.

The Betrayal

AUSTRALIAN PREMIERE

UK | 2015 | 5 minutes | animation
directed by Susan Young
A disturbing film about a doctor-patient relationship
that goes catastrophically wrong. Legal texts and medical records interwoven with pulsing pills tell a story of
addictive, emotional enmeshment.

Blame

AUSTRALIAN PREMIERE

USA | 2015 | 15 minutes
directed by Kellee Terrell
Haunted by a dead rape victim, a young father must decide to either turn his only son into the police or delete
the only evidence of the attack.

SHORT FILMS

Can You See Them?

TASMANIAN PREMIERE

Australia | 2014 | 7 minutes
directed by Polly Staniford and Mike Staniford
Jamie and her friends get a kick out of tormenting
Katie. But one afternoon they instead find themselves
at the mercy of her dark and otherworldly imagination.

The Goblin Baby

AUSTRALIAN PREMIERE

USA | 2015 | 15 minutes
directed by Shoshana Rosenbaum
A supernatural thriller about the first year of motherhood.

Shoshana Rosenbaum will be present for a Q&A.

Innsmouth

TASMANIAN PREMIERE

USA | 2015 | 11 minutes
directed by Izzy Lee
“She awaits.” Detective Olmstead investigates the
seductive and deadly residents of Innsmouth.
This film is screening prior to the feature film The Love
Witch on 15 April.

Measure

AUSTRALIAN PREMIERE

UK | 2015 | 2 minutes
directed by Shelagh Rowan-Legg
A woman contemplates how to end her relationship
with her wayward partner.

#swmfiff

SHORT FILMS

Nasty

AUSTRALIAN PREMIERE

UK| 2015 | 15 minutes
directed by Prano Bailey-Bond
It’s 1982. Twelve-year old Doug is drawn into the lurid
world of VHS horror as he explores the mysterious
disappearance of his father.

ReStart

TASMANIAN PREMIERE

Spain | 2015 | 15 minutes
directed by Olga Osorio
A woman is trapped in a temporal loop that she may
not be able to break.

Thorn

AUSTRALIAN PREMIERE

Japan | 2015 | 15 minutes
directed bySoichi Umezawa
produced by Mai Nakanashi
A high-school boy with telekinesis has been secretly
storing his special power in his pet cactus.
This film is screening out of competition, prior to the
feature film The Forsaken on 17 April.

Vintage Blood

AUSTRALIAN PREMIERE

UK | 2015 | 14 minutes
directed by Abigail Blackmore
Liv has moved into a new flat. When her bitchy friend
Charlotte comes over to see the new place, Liv tells her
an unnerving tale of the woman who used to own the
abandoned vintage clothes shop in the alley below.

SYMPOSIUM

THE MARY SHELLEY SYMPOSIUM Deidre Hall is the Devil
Horror and soap opera
JODI McALISTER

The Mary Shelley Symposium is a series of
one-hour talks on topics around genre and/or
gender, featuring experts and academics and
artists.
The Symposium honours one of the most
influential women in genre fiction (and cinema)
This year Shelley’s presence is particularly felt,
with two Frankenstein adaptations discussed
(Bernard Rose’s new film version, which
screens on 17 April and THE RABBLE’s theatre
production, as discussed during the Symposium
by Emma Valente on 16 April).
And so a broader theme for this year’s festival
emerges... the body.
From the eerie meditation on reproduction in
Lucile Hadžihalilović’s Evolution to the feminist
twist on Lovecraft in Izzy Lee’s Innsmouth to
the possession of Days’ beloved Dr Malena
Evans (see right)—it’s all about flesh... and who
controls it.

#swmfiff

Soap opera, as melodrama before it, regularly
deals with the weird, the Gothic, and the
horrifying, and explores them in a format which
is ‘safe’: something which would seem to be
antithetical to horror, but might also
open up new possibilities for exploring
horrifying ideas.
This talk will look at the history of horror and
the soap opera, using examples from Dark
Shadows, Days of Our Lives, Passions, and The
Bold and the Beautiful. It will examine the ways
in which the mid-century love affair with the
pulp Gothic novel was dealt with and expressed
in soap—in particular, the role of women as both
as villain and victim. Soap is a space in which
some unusual and marginal female identities
can be expressed: what does this mean when
these identities are embedded in a horrifying
context?

Dr Jodi McAlister is a lecturer in English at
UTAS. Her academic work focuses on the history
of love, sex, and popular culture. Her debut novel
Valentine will be published in 2017.
2.30 PM, SUNDAY 17 APril
FESTIVAL CLUB (THE FOUNDERS ROOM)
TICKETS $6/$4 OR USE FESTIVAL PASS

SYMPOSIUM

Bad Dog!

Shock and Awe

The rogue hounds of horror

Machinations on the female grotesque

DOMINIC LENNARD

EMMA VALENTE

Domestic dogs regularly earn the affectionate
adjective “faithful” in tribute to the numerous
ways in which they complement and enrich
human lives: as companions, guardians,
workmates, friends. However, horror cinema
provides multiple instances of dogs turned
treacherous, canines who fiercely reject our
attribution of fidelity and who abuse the special
status we afford them in our culture.

Emma Valente, one of the co artistic directors
of avant garde feminist theatre company: THE
RABBLE discusses the aesthetics, politics and
difficulties around representing the female body
on stage. Using her past productions:
Story of O - an investigation of female sexual
and religious sublimation, Frankenstein - a
rebellion against the so called natural condition
of motherhood and her upcoming production of
Joan (a project around the iconography of Joan
of Arc) looking at how the female form relates to
national identity?

With attention to several films, including
Suspiria (1977), The Thing (1982), and Cujo
(1983), this illustrated presentation takes a stern Emma discusses everything from the politics of
yet understanding look at these “bad dogs,”
nudity on stage, how to make a great sex scene, to
considering the terror and allure of imagining
the feminist translation of the male gaze.
the fearsome rebellion of our furry friends.
This session is co-presented by Loud Mouth
Theatre Company. Emma will be in conversation
with Loud Mouth’s Maeve Mhairi Macgregor.

Dominic Lennard is a writer and academic; he is Emma Valente is a multi-discipline theatre artist
the author of Bad Seeds and Holy Terrors: The
and the co-artistic director and founder of THE
Child Villains of Horror Film (SUNY Press, 2014). RABBLE.
11 AM, SATURDAY 16 APRIL
FESTIVAL CLUB (THE FOUNDERS ROOM)
TICKETS $6/$4 OR USE FESTIVAL PASS

3.30 PM, SUNDAY 17 APRIL
FESTIVAL CLUB (THE FOUNDERS ROOM)
TICKETS $6/$4 OR USE FESTIVAL PASS

SYMPOSIUM

Old Age and Treachery

Spilling Her Guts

Hagsploitation, psychobiddies and the ageing
woman in horror

Body horror in film and theatre

ERIN HARRINGTON

ALISON MANN

Horror is obsessed with sexuality and women’s
bodies, but while a great deal of attention has
been paid to virginal final girls, menstrual
werewolves and monstrous pregnancies, the
post-menopausal heroines and harridans of
horror have generally been overlooked.
This talk looks at older women in horror through
the lens of hagsploitation, from psychobiddies
Gloria Swanson and Baby Jane, through to
more modern iterations such as Deborah Logan
and Jessica Lange’s tragic American Horror
Story characters. In doing so it explores some
of the reasons how and why representations of
aging women in horror have been ignored and
marginalised. Wicked witches, living deaths and
Grande Dame Guignol: granny’s got the good
stuff.

Can body horror be successfully presented on
stage? Playwright Alison Mann will discuss how
‘body horror’ films such as David Cronenberg’s
Dead Ringers (1988) and The Brood (1979) have
informed her theatrical worlds.
Her play She’s Not Performing and her
new work The Surgeon’s Hands explore
psychological traumas, disrupted identities
and troubled family relationships through a
mixture of physical manifestations and surreal
landscapes, where the female protagonists are
metaphorically and (almost) literally turned
‘inside-out’.

Dr Erin Harrington is a lecturer in English at the
University of Canterbury (New Zealand) where
she teaches cultural studies, theatre and critical
sexualities, and she is currently completing a
book on women, sex, and reproduction in post1960s horror film.

Alison Mann’s plays have been performed at
Edinburgh Fringe, Melbourne Fringe, La Mama
and Tasmanian Theatre Company. Her new play
The Surgeon’s Hands, produced by Blue Cow
Theatre, opens on 21 April at the Backspace
Theatre Royal, Hobart.

12 PM, SATURDAY 16 APRIL
FESTIVAL CLUB (THE FOUNDERS ROOM)
TICKETS $6/$4 OR USE FESTIVAL PASS

1 PM, SATURDAY 16 APRIL
FESTIVAL CLUB (THE FOUNDERS ROOM)
TICKETS $6/$4 OR USE FESTIVAL PASS

INDUSTRY
Festival Secrets
STEPHANIE TREPANIER
with BRIONY KIDD, KIER-LA JANISSE
Wondering why you’re not getting into more film festivals? Trying to
come up with a strategy for your festival run but don’t know where to
start? Inside information you won’t get anywhere else. Find out what
delights festival programmers... and what horrifies them! (in the wrong
way).

1 PM, THURSDAY 14 APRIL
FESTIVAL CLUB (THE FOUNDERS ROOM)
FREE

Tasmanian Gothic Short Script Challenge
Reading & Awards

The award winners of this year’s Tasmanian Gothic Short Script Challenge will be announced!
Also, there will be a reading of the Best Australian Script and the Best
International Script produced by Loud Mouth Theatre Company. About
10 minutes in duration for each script.

2.30 PM, SATURDAY 16 APRIL
THE FOUNDERS CLUB (THE FOUNDERS ROOM)
FREE

Panel Discussion: Horror Now
STEPHANIE TREPANIER, BRIONY KIDD, KIER-LA JANISSE
with FILMMAKERS TBA
What’s going on in the world of indie horror filmmaking right now? The
trends, the triumphs, the problems.
Rest assured, our speakers will get down to the nitty-gritty. Expect
controversy!

3 PM, SATURDAY 16 APRIL
THE FOUNDERS CLUB (THE FOUNDERS ROOM)
FREE

The Attic Lab Pitch + Networking Drinks
The ten women filmmakers selected for this year’s inagural genre filmmakers program, The Attic Lab, will pitch new feature film programs to
an industry audience, followed by drinks.
The pitch session is expected to last for about an hour. Drinks afterwards are to encourage informal feedback and discussion.

5 PM - 7 PM, 16 APRIL 2016
THE FOUNDERS CLUB (THE FOUNDERS ROOM)
FREE

Venues
The festival takes place at Salamanaca Arts Centre this year—with the exception of the feature Frankenstein, which is screening at Mona Museum. Film screenings are in the Peacock Theatre, while
Industry, Mary Shelley Symposium events and social drinks are in the Festival Club (the Founders
Room - located in Salamanca Arts Centre off Wooby’s Lane or accessed via the Courtyard).

Ticketing
The best way to experience the festival is to buy a festival pass. This gives you access to all screenings and Mary Shelley Symposium events and is more economical than buying single tickets if you
plan to see more than a couple of films. Those wishing to buy single tickets may do so online for up to
one hour before the start of each session or purchase at the door—unless sold out. Please note door
sales are cash only. We encourage you to support the event by pre-booking or buying a festival pass
if possible!

Festival Pass - $110
The SWMF Festival pass allows you to book for all film and Mary Shelley Symposium events. Upon
purchasing your pass your will receive (within 24 hours) a unique code allowing you to select the
individual sessions you plan to attend. If you turn up to a film or event without booking you will be
able to get into the screening but this is not guaranteed if the session is sold out.
The Festival pass offers you over $199 worth of value for just $110.

VIP Festival Pass - $160
For those who fancy a slightly more upmarket festival experience, and really want to support indie
film, how about a VIP Festival Pass? For $160 you will receive over $199 worth of value in tickets to
films and Symposium sessions. To thank you for your support, the following perks are also included:
•
a VIP gift bag
•
invitation to industry only drinks prior to the opening night red carpet
•
a bottle of sparkling wine at the opening night party
•
reserved seating at all ticketed events
The number of VIP Passes available is limited to 20. VIP Passholders do not need to book for any
events, their seat will always be reserved and they can go to the head of the queue at any time.

Purchase your festival pass online:
www.strangerwithmyface.com/shop/

#swmfiff

